Abstract. We find an analytic formulation of the notion of Hopf image, in terms of the associated idempotent state. More precisely, if π : A → M n (C) is a finite dimensional representation of a Hopf C * -algebra, we prove that the idempotent state associated to its Hopf image A ′ must be the convolution Cesàro limit of the linear functional ϕ = tr • π. We discuss then some consequences of this result, notably to inner linearity questions.
Introduction
The compact quantum groups were axiomatized by Woronowicz in [20] . The idea is that such a quantum group G is an abstract object, which cannot be viewed as a set, but which is described by a well-defined algebra A = C(G), which must be a Hopf C * -algebra. Woronowicz's axiomatization covers as well the discrete quantum groups. Indeed, associated to A = C(G) is the discrete quantum group Γ = G given by A = C * (Γ). Once again, Γ is an abstract object, not a set. See [20] .
This joint axiomatization proved to be fruitful for a number of purposes. Consider indeed a Hopf C * -algebra A, and a representation π : A → M n (C): (1) We can call "Hopf image" of π the smallest Hopf C * -algebra quotient A → A ′ producing a factorization π : A → A ′ → M n (C). (2) We can say that π is "inner faithful" if A = A ′ , and call A "inner linear" if it has at least one inner faithful representation. The point is that in the case A = C * (Γ) the representation π must come from a group representation π ′ : Γ → U n , and we have A ′ = C * (Γ ′ ), where Γ ′ = π ′ (Γ). Also, π is inner faithful if and only if π ′ is faithful, and A is inner linear if and only if Γ is linear. These notions, emerging from the work in [4] , were introduced and studied in [3] , then in [1] . They are related to a number of key questions, coming from the Connes embedding problem for Wang's free quantum groups, and from a number of key problems regarding subfactors and Hadamard matrices. We will discuss here some of these questions.
The aim of the present paper is to develop an analytic point of view on these notions, by relating them to the theory of idempotent states, developed in [9] , [10] , [11] , [15] .
Our main result, stated and proved in sections 1-2 below, will be an idempotent state formulation for the notion of Hopf image. As a consequence, we will have as well an idempotent state formulation for the notion of inner linearity, that we will further develop in section 3. Finally, in section 4 we discuss a number of open questions.
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States and images
A compact quantum group G is an abstract object, having no points in general, but which is described by a well-defined algebra C(G), which must be a Hopf C * -algebra. The axioms for Hopf C * -algebras, found by Woronowicz in [20] , are as follows:
given with a morphism of C * -algebras ∆ : A → A ⊗ A, called comultiplication, subject to the following conditions:
(1) Coassociativity:
The basic example is A = C(G), where G is a compact group, with ∆f (g, h) = f (gh). The fact that ∆ is coassociative corresponds to (gh)k = g(hk), and the conditions in (2) correspond to the cancellation rules gh = gk =⇒ h = k and gh = kh =⇒ g = k.
The other main example is A = C * (Γ), where Γ is a discrete group, with comultiplication ∆(g) = g ⊗ g. One can prove that any Hopf C * -algebra which is cocommutative, in the sense that Σ∆ = ∆, where Σ(a ⊗ b) = b ⊗ a is the flip, is of this form.
These basic facts, together with some other general results in [20] , lead to: Definition 1.2. Associated to any Hopf C * -algebra A are a compact quantum group G and a discrete quantum group Γ = G, according to the formula A = C(G) = C * (Γ).
The meaning of this definition is of course quite formal. The idea is that, with a suitable definition for morphisms, the Hopf C * -algebras form a category H. One can define then the categories of compact and discrete quantum groups to be H, and H itself, and these categories extend those of the usual compact and discrete groups. See [20] .
Woronowicz's axiomatization proved to be fruitful for a number of purposes. Among others, we have the following key definition from [3] , emerging from the work in [4] :
The last definition requires an explanation: in fact each Hopf C * -algebra A as defined in Definition 1.1 admits a unique dense Hopf * -algebra A, and Hopf * -algebras arising in this way, called CQG-algebras, admit an intrinsic characterisation (see [7] ). When we talk above about a smallest Hopf C * -algebra quotient we agree to identify C * -Hopf algebras with identical underlying CQG algebra. An alternative solution would be to formulate everything in the purely algebraic language of CQG algebras (as it is in [3] ), but we prefer to stick to C * -algebras to make a more direct connection to open problems discussed in Section 4.
In order to understand the notivation behind the notion of the Hopf image, let A = C * (Γ). Then π must come from a unitary group representation π ′ : Γ → U n , and we have
In the above computation Γ was of course a usual discrete group. In the general case, i.e. when Γ is a discrete quantum group, it is only known that the Hopf image exists, and is unique [3] . But, of course, the discrete quantum group point of view is very useful.
Observe also that in the case A = C(G), with G compact group, any representation π : A → M n (C) must come from the evaluation at some points g 1 , . . . , g n ∈ G. Thus the Hopf image is simply
See [1] , [3] . Here are a few more definitions from [3] , based on the same philosophy:
) A is called inner linear if it has an inner faithful representation.
Observe that with A = C * (Γ), and with the above notations, π is inner faithful if and only if π ′ is faithful. Also, A is inner linear if and only if Γ is linear. See [3] . Note also that if A is the universal C * -completion of its underlying CQG algebra A (as is the case in all the examples we study in the following sections), then representations of A are in a 1-1 correspondence with these of A.
We recall now that the state space of A is endowed with the convolution product ϕ * ψ = (ϕ ⊗ ψ)∆. We have the following definition, from [9] :
The basic example of idempotent state is the Haar functional h : A → C. More generally, we have an idempotent state associated to any quantum subgroup H ⊂ G. Indeed, such a quantum subgroup H ⊂ G must come from a surjective morphism of Hopf C * -algebras π : C(G) → C(H), and we have the following definition: Definition 1.6. Associated to any surjective Hopf C * -algebra morphism π : A → B is the idempotent state ϕ B = h B π, where h B : B → C is the Haar functional of B.
In the classical case one can prove that all the idempotent states come from closed subgroups, via the above construction [13] . However, in the general quantum case, this fundamental result does not hold [14] . We refer to the series of papers [9] , [10] , [11] , [15] for more details on this question, and for the general theory of idempotent states.
The main result
We state and prove here our main result. We recall from Definition 1.3 above that associated to any representation π : A → M n (C) is its Hopf image A → A ′ . The problem is to "locate" this Hopf image, and one concrete question in this sense is that of computing its associated idempotent state, in the sense of Definition 1.6.
In order to answer this question, we need one more definition:
Definition 2.1. We denote byφ the convolution Cesàro limit of a state ϕ:
We will use the following fundamental fact, due to Woronowicz: given any faithful state ϕ : A → C, the corresponding Cesàro limitφ coincides with the Haar functional,φ = h. This is indeed how the Haar functional h : A → C can be constructed. See [20] .
Back now to the above question, the answer is particularly simple: Proof. Given a positive functional f : A → C, we denote by N f = {a ∈ A|f (a * a) = 0} its null space. This is a always left ideal. If f is tracial, then N f is a two-sided * -ideal.
The state ϕ = tr•π is by definition tracial, and since the convolution preserves traciality, ϕ is a tracial idempotent state on A. Therefore, Theorem 3.3 in [11] implies thatφ is a "Haar" idempotent state, i.e. it is induced by a Hopf C * -algebra quotient π ϕ : A → A ϕ asφ = h ϕ • π ϕ , where h ϕ denotes the Haar state of A ϕ , and ker π ϕ = Nφ.
In order to prove that A ′ ≃ A ϕ , we will show that the ideals arising as kernels of the respective quotient maps are equal. By using the formulae in [11] , it is sufficient to show that the Haar states h ′ , h ϕ of A ′ , A ϕ induce the same idempotent state on A. By density it suffices to conduct the proof on the level of the corresponding CQG algebras; we will denote them respectively by A, A ′ and A ϕ , similarly we write Nφ for Nφ ∩ A. Let us first check that A ϕ is a Hopf * -algebra quotient of A ′ . In [3] it was shown that A ′ is the quotient of A by the largest Hopf * -ideal contained in ker π| A , namely:
Since the trace is faithful on M n (C) and on its tensor products, we have:
We conclude that we have:
The inclusion of the ideals yields a canonical quotient map A ′ → A ϕ andφ induces in this way an idempotent stateφ ′ on A ′ , which has to satisfyφ ′ * h ′ = h ′ = h ′ * φ ′ (note that of course we can convolve arbitrary, not necessarily continuous functionals on a Hopf * -algebra). Composing these states with the canonical quotient map γ : A → A ′ , we get:
Let now ψ : M n (C) → C be a positive linear functional. Then there exists a positive matrix Q ∈ M n (C) such that ψ(B) = tr(QB), for any B ∈ M n (C). Therefore for all the positive matrices B ∈ M n (C) + we have:
In other words, a non-negative multiple of tr dominates ψ on M n (C). It follows that a non-negative multiple of ϕ = tr • π dominates ψ • π on A. Sinceφ is the Cesàro limit of the convolution powers of ϕ, we also have ϕ * φ =φ =φ * ϕ.
According now to Lemma 2.2 in [17] , if ω, φ : A → C are two states such that ω * φ = φ, and if ρ : A → C is a positive linear functional dominated by some non-negative multiple of ω, then ρ * φ = ρ(1)φ. In our situation, as described above, this gives:
Since any linear functional on M n (C) can be written as a linear combination of four positive linear functionals, this must hold for all linear functionals ψ ∈ M n (C) * . Similarly we getφ * (ψ • π) = ψ(I)φ for all ψ ∈ M n (C) * . Since idempotent states are invariant under the antipode, cf. Equation (3.1) in [9] , we can deduce also that:
In [3] it is shown that clear from the construction of A ′ can be constructed as the quotient A/I + π . Hence each functional on A ′ can be identified with a functional in the annihilator of the pre-annihilator of the set C π defined in Lemma 2.3 of [3] . As the formula (1) is 'stable under convolution, we can replace in it ψ • π • S k , with k ∈ Z, by an arbitrary functional in C π . Further Theorem 1.2.6 of [8] shows that the annihilator of the pre-annihilator of C π is equal to the closure of C π in the so-called finite topology. Applying fundamental theorem on coalgebras and a basic limiting argument we see that in fact ω * φ = ω(I)φ =φ * ω for an arbitrary functional ω on A which vanishes on I Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.2, and from the basic fact that the idempotent state associated to the identity quotient map A → A is the Haar functional of A.
Corollary 2.4. If A is a Hopf image (that is, if it is inner linear), then it satisfies the Kac algebra assumption S 2 = id.
Proof. Since ϕ = tr • π is tracial, so is the Cesàro limitφ, so the result follows from the well-known fact that S 2 = id if and only if the Haar functional is a trace [20] .
The matrix case
We have seen in the previous section that the notions of Hopf image and inner faithfulness from [3] have a purely analytic formulation, in the spirit of [9] , in terms of idempotent states and Cesàro limits. It is of course possible to deduce from this analytic picture a number of new proofs, sometimes simpler, for a number of algebraic results in [3] .
In this section we will present such an application. We will directly focus on the main result in [3] , which is a Tannakian formulation of the notion of Hopf image, and we will present here a simple, nice analytic proof, that we believe to be potentially useful.
Let us first recall the following definition, inspired from [19] :
1. An orthogonal Hopf C * -algebra is a C * -algebra A, with an orthogonal matrix u ∈ M n (A) (i.e. u =ū, u t = u −1 ) whose coefficients generate A, such that:
The basic example of such an algebra is A = C(G), where G ⊂ O n is a closed subgroup, with u ij (g) = g ij . The other basic example is A = C * (Γ), where Γ =< g 1 , . . . , g n > is a discrete group with generators satisfying g 2 i = 1, with u = diag(g 1 , . . . , g n ). See [19] . We denote by #(λ ∈ T ) the multiplicity of an eigenvalue λ of a matrix T . Also, we let χ = T r(u) be the character of the fundamental corepresentation of A, and we denote as usual by h : A → C the Haar functional. With these notations, our result here is: Theorem 3.2. Let π : A → M n (C) be a representation, given by u ij → P ij , and consider the matrix T k = (tr(P i 1 j 1 . . . P i k j k )) i 1 ...i k ,j 1 ...j k . Then the following are equivalent:
Proof. This result reminds the Tannakian formulation of the inner faithfulness in [3] , and can be deduced from it. We present below a purely analytic proof, based on Corollary 2.3 above. First, since the elements of type u i 1 j 1 . . . u i k j k span a dense subalgebra of A, the inner faithfulness of π is equivalent to the following collection of equalities:
The left term can be computed by using the fact that the multiplication Cesàro limit of any matrix ||T || ≤ 1 is the orthogonal projection onto its 1-eigenspace:
Regarding now the right term, we use the general philosophy in [6] . We have:
Here we used the basic fact from [19] that when integrating the coefficients of a corepresentation r we obtain the projection onto the space of fixed points F ix(r).
Summing up, the inner linearity of π is equivalent to the following condition:
Thus, by assuming that we have ξ ∈ F ix(u ⊗k ), we obtain the following formula:
But this tells us that ξ is a 1-eigenvector of T k , so we obtain (1 ∈ T k ) ⊃ F ix(u ⊗k ). Now by getting back to the inner linearity criterion (1 ∈ T k ) = F ix(u ⊗k ) found above, since we have an inclusion in one sense, this criterion is equivalent to:
Since the left term is by definition the multiplicity #(1 ∈ T k ), and the right term is obtained by integrating the character of u ⊗k , we obtain the result.
Open problems
Let A = C(S + n ) be the quantum permutation algebra, constructed by Wang in [18] . That is, A is the universal C * -algebra generated by n 2 abstract projections u ij , which sum up to 1 on each row and column of u = (u ij ). We have the following questions: These questions, all important, and basically open since Wang's paper [18] , are related by the sequence of implications (3) =⇒ (1) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (2). More precisely:
(1) This is the central question. In principle Theorem 3.2 above is a good criterion here, but no candidate for such a representation is available so far. (2) Yet another central question. This is known to be slightly weaker that question (1) , because of the results of Vaes in [16] . (3) This deep subfactor question, stronger than (1), is due to Jones [12] . We refer to the article [2] for the complete story here. (4) Yet another subtle question, asking this time for an inner faithful representation of type π : A → L ∞ (X) ⊗ M N (C). See [5] .
We believe that (4) is the "good question", and that Theorem 3.2 above can help, once a candidate for such a model is found. However, no such candidate is available so far.
